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Week 9: Ordering, Curricula & Difficulty



Recall: from closed world …

van de Ven & Tolias, “Three scenarios for continual learning”, arXiv:1904.07734, 2019

What if we don’t know the boundary & aren’t constrained on our testing examples?

What if future or unrelated data is in the test set?



Recall: … to open world 

Figure from CVPR16 “Statistical Methods for Open Set Recognition” by Scheirer & 
Boult, https://www.wjscheirer.com/misc/openset/cvpr2016-open-set-part3.pdf 

In retrospect: although there have been increments, the types of 
continual learning we have seen so far were indeed in a closed world

https://www.wjscheirer.com/misc/openset/cvpr2016-open-set-part3.pdf


Recall: open world learning

 Bendale & Boult ,“Towards Open World Recognition”, CVPR 2015

Open world learning tries to “puzzle together” the pieces we have seen so far 

“An effective open world recognition system must efficiently perform four tasks: 
detect unknown, choose which points to label for addition to the model, label the 

points, and update the model” (Boult et al, “Learning and the Unknown”, AAAI 2019)



What about concept/task order?

Figure from CVPR16 “Statistical Methods for Open Set Recognition” by Scheirer & 
Boult, https://www.wjscheirer.com/misc/openset/cvpr2016-open-set-part3.pdf 

What about the order in which we learn? If we have the choice, which 
(identified unknown) data should we start with/include next?

https://www.wjscheirer.com/misc/openset/cvpr2016-open-set-part3.pdf


Curriculum learning



Curriculum Learning

Curriculum learning: a definition 

From Wang et al, “A Survey on Curriculum Learning”, TPAMI 2021, based on original definition by Bengio et al, “Curriculum Learning”, ICML 2009 



Curriculum Learning

Curriculum learning: the more intuitive definition  
(with a little bit of a tautology) 

From Wang et al, “A Survey on Curriculum Learning”, TPAMI 2021, based on original definition by Bengio et al, “Curriculum Learning”, ICML 2009 



Recall L1: a motivating example

Bengio et al, “Curriculum Learning”, ICML 2009

“Error” is log of the rank of the next 
word (within 20k-word 
vocabulary).  

1. The curriculum-trained model 
skips examples with words 
outside of 5k most frequent words 

2. Then skips examples outside 10k 
most frequent words and so on

Example: Ranking language model trained 
with vs without curriculum on Wikipedia



What are central questions in curriculum learning?



Curriculum learning

Two key challenges:  
Scoring function (difficulty measurer): 

Any function that provides us with an 
estimate of the difficulty of the instances in 
our dataset(s). 

Pacing function (training scheduler): 
(sometimes also called competence, as we’ll 
see later) 
The function that tells us how to interleave 
samples into the training process over time.



Curriculum learning

Two key challenges:  
Scoring function (difficulty measurer): 

Any function that provides us with an 
estimate of the difficulty of the instances in 
our dataset(s). 

Pacing function (training scheduler): 
(sometimes also called competence, as we’ll 
see later) 
The function that tells us how to interleave 
samples into the training process over time.

Algorithm from Hacohen & Weinshall, “On the power of 
curriculum learning in deep networks”, ICML 2019



Curriculum learning

Let’s start by considering a pre-defined curriculum, 
inspired by learning from “textbook style” content

Wang et al, “A Survey on Curriculum Learning”, TPAMI 2021



Defining difficulty 

If we want to define the 
curriculum up-front, according 

to prior knowledge, then: 

what is an “easy” & what is a 
“harder” subset/dataset?

Wang et al, “A Survey on Curriculum Learning”, TPAMI 2021



Can you think of ways to define “difficulty”?



How to define difficulty

Wang et al, “A Survey on Curriculum Learning”, TPAMI 2021



Is difficulty task & model specific?



How to define difficulty

Platanios et al, “Competence based curriculum learning for neural machine translation”, NAACL-HIT 2019

We have already seen that specific tasks allow for specific definitions of difficulty  
Example: natural language translation (sentence length)



What is difficulty for a task? 

We have already seen that specific tasks allow for specific definitions of difficulty 
Example: image segmentation (entropy/clutter)

Ionescu et al, “How hard can it be? Estimating the difficulty of visual search in an image”, CVPR 2016



What is difficulty for a task? 

There are various dimensions to difficulty, not just (basic) data statistics. 
Especially if we think about factors that relate to what humans may find difficult

Berg et al, “Understanding and predicting importance in images”, CVPR 2012



What is difficult for ML models?

Isola et al, “What makes an image memorable”, CVPR 2011

But what is difficult for ML models & is this related to human perception? 
Example: human memorability & image statistics 



What is difficult for ML models?

But what is difficult for ML models & is this related to human perception? 
Example: human response times

Ionescu et al, “How hard can it be? Estimating the difficulty of visual search in an image”, CVPR 2016



What is difficult for ML models?

But what is difficult for ML models & is this related to human perception? 
Example: human response times

Ionescu et al, “How hard can it be? Estimating the difficulty of visual search in an image”, CVPR 2016



What is difficult for ML models?

Ionescu et al, “How hard can it be? Estimating the difficulty of visual search in an image”, CVPR 2016

Human difficulty & model difficulty are not necessarily the same 
Various factors come into play in ML models: a regression example  



What is difficult for ML models?

Various factors come into play in ML models   
Example: shallow embeddable examples seem to be learned first 

A deep network in comparison to a SVM (random forest also in the paper)

Mangalam & Prabhu, “Do deep neural networks learn shallow learnable examples first?”, ICML 2019 
workshop on identifying and understanding deep learning phenomena  



What is difficult for ML models?

Ortiz-Jimenéz et al, “Hold me tight! Influence of discriminative features on deep network boundaries”, NeurIPS 2020

Various factors come into play in ML models   
Example: invariance to certain discriminative factors (e.g. frequencies) may exist



Beyond curriculum learning

Assessing difficulty of data instances is interesting beyond curriculum learning 
Example: estimating the difficulty with respect to annotation cost

Vijayanarasimhan & Grauman, “What’s It Going to Cost You?: Predicting Effort vs. Informativeness for Multi-Label Image Annotations”, CVPR 2009



Pacing: how to schedule the training



Scheduling training

If we want to define the 
curriculum up-front, according 

to prior knowledge, then: 

When do we introduce more 
difficult examples?

Wang et al, “A Survey on Curriculum Learning”, TPAMI 2021



Pacing functions

Algorithm from Cirik et al, “Visualizing and understanding curriculum learning for long 
short-term memory networks”, arXiv, 2016  

Based on the procedure described in Bengio et al, “Curriculum Learning”, ICML 2009

Various options & heuristics are conceivable



Pacing functions

Algorithm from Cirik et al, “Visualizing and understanding curriculum learning for long 
short-term memory networks”, arXiv, 2016  

Based on the procedure described in Spitkovsky et al, “From baby steps to leapfrogs: 
how less is more in unsupervised dependency parsing”, NAACL-HLT, 2010

Algorithm from Cirik et al, “Visualizing and understanding curriculum learning for long 
short-term memory networks”, arXiv, 2016  

Based on the procedure described in Bengio et al, “Curriculum Learning”, ICML 2009

Various options & heuristics are conceivable



Pacing functions

Various options & heuristics are conceivable

Platanios et al, “Competence based curriculum learning 
for neural machine translation”, NAACL-HLT 2019Hacohen & Weinshall, “On the power of curriculum learning in deep networks”, ICML 2019



Pacing functions

Platanios et al, “Competence based curriculum learning for neural machine translation”, NAACL-HIT 2019

It’s not straightforward to choose, especially due to model/task dependency



Moving away from a pre-defined curriculum



Beyond pre-defined curricula

Wang et al, “A Survey on Curriculum Learning”, TPAMI 2021

What we just talked about

What we’ll consider next



Transfer-teacher curricula

Wang et al, “A Survey on Curriculum Learning”, TPAMI 2021

Instead of defining the curriculum ourselves, we could use a pre-trained teacher 
model (based on a different related dataset) based difficulty measure



Transfer-teacher curricula

Hacohen & Weinshall, “On the power of curriculum learning in deep networks”, ICML 2019Wang et al, “A Survey on Curriculum Learning”, TPAMI 2021

Instead of defining the curriculum ourselves, we could use a pre-trained teacher 
model (based on a different related dataset) based difficulty measure



From pre-defined to self-paced
Using a teacher is still a form of pre-defined curriculum however, what if we want 

to have an adaptive measure of difficulty, based on our current model? 
 

Moving away from a pre-defined curriculum towards model “competence”

Wang et al, “A Survey on Curriculum Learning”, TPAMI 2021



From pre-defined to self-paced

Often this is called self-paced learning 
 

We now rely on the model’s current hypothesis at each point in time to assign difficulty 
to the training instances, rather than ranking according to the target hypothesis. 

Wang et al, “A Survey on Curriculum Learning”, TPAMI 2021



Self-paced & self-taught

Hacohen & Weinshall, “On the power of curriculum learning in deep networks”, ICML 2019

Somewhat related to what we’ve already seen 
   
Self-paced learning: 

Measure the difficulty of an instance 
according to current loss/predictions etc.  
(related to the ideas in active learning) 

Self-taught learning: 
Train a model fully, measure each instance 
according to final model, assign difficulty 
score and start over with curriculum -> repeat 
(related to the ideas in boosting) 



Does intrinsic ordering/pacing exist? 

If we can use the loss of a model as a measure of difficulty, 
does this perhaps mean that models “intrinsically order” 

examples during regular training to some degree as well? 



Intrinsic ordering & pacing?

An experiment: let’s train multiple models & check how similar representations are 

Why is this interesting?  
Recall that we typically use mini-batches + stochastic gradient descent, 

 where data is shuffled differently in every “epoch”



Intrinsic ordering & pacing?

Li & Yosinski et al, “Convergent learning: do different neural networks learn the same representations”, ICLR 2016 

An experiment: let’s train multiple models & check how similar representations are 

Why is this interesting?  
Recall that we typically use mini-batches + stochastic gradient descent, 

 where data is shuffled differently in every “epoch”



Intrinsic ordering & pacing?

Li & Yosinski et al, “Convergent learning: do different neural 
networks learn the same representations”, ICLR 2016 

If we try to do a bi-partite matching of the 
representations in each neural network 
layer of different networks, there seem to 
exist strong correlations, especially in 
early, “generic” features   



Intrinsic ordering & pacing?

Pliushch et al, “When Deep Classifiers Agree: Analyzing correlations between learning order and image statistics”, ECCV 2022 
As a reproduction & extension to the earlier Hacohen et al, “Let’s agree to agree: neural networks share classification order on on real datasets”, ICML 2020

A step further: let’s train multiple models & check how much they agree on instances



Intrinsic ordering & pacing?

Different neural networks seem to classify the same instances correctly at similar 
points in training: they “agree to agree” 

Same model Different neural networks 

Pliushch et al, “When Deep Classifiers Agree: Analyzing correlations between learning order and image statistics”, ECCV 2022 
As a reproduction & extension to the earlier Hacohen et al, “Let’s agree to agree: neural networks share classification order on on real datasets”, ICML 2020



An outlook to closing the circle  
 

Could such inherent agreement be 
related to our notions of difficulty?



NN training, order & difficulty 

Pliushch et al, “When Deep Classifiers Agree: Analyzing correlations between learning order and image statistics”, ECCV 2022



NN training, order & difficulty 

Pliushch et al, “When Deep Classifiers Agree: Analyzing correlations between learning order and image statistics”, ECCV 2022



As always: a disclaimer 
 there’s much we don’t yet know 

 
And a final note =)



It’s about set-up & evaluation

Wang et al, “A Survey on Curriculum Learning”, TPAMI 2021


